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Paladugu: Paiaduguis a small village 2 kms. .south of the village Dcenur in Regodu Mandai of
Medak District. It can be reached by bus from Hyderabad, at a distance of 160 kms. The village lies'
on the National highway from Hyderabad to Narayankhcd.
Paladugu, the site where a treasure trove was found was thoroughly explored.    Hero some gold
ornaments like central spiral spring and on the wither ends a bell shaped conical projections were seen
associated with a copper ring.   This treasure trove was found by some boys of the village while trying to
catch a rabbit. When they removed a stone plaque by the side of the boxtlders adjacent to a   bush, they
found the gold ornaments. This was brought to the notice of the police and on the instructions of Collector,
Medak District, the treasure trove was sent to the D^xir invent through   Revenue   Inspector  by the
Rfigodu Mandai Officer, Regodu Mandai of Med*k District.  The same type of gold ornaments were
also noticed at Tekkalakota chAlcolithic-ncolithic site in Karnataka area.   The present site lies about
2 kms. from the river Manjira.   This   village   comas  under   submergence  of the    Singur  Project
in the second phase. The spotKvhere the treasure trove was found, is a rocky area with big boulder stones,
scattered around in S,No. 256 of the village Paladugu,  The area adjacent to the rocky area is of black
cotton soil.   Here neither pot sherds nor any antiquities were found.   To quote Dr, Dhavalikar:    "The
mixed economy of the chalcolithic people was based on subsistance agriculture, stock-raising, hunting and
fishing. It has been observed that the environment of a particular region offers possibilities and limita^
tions for human adaptation and the manner in which human beings adapt, in turn, affects the natural
surroundings.    This is true of the   region in which the  chalcolithic   cultures flourished.   The  black-
cotton soil which seems to have been an important single factor ixi  the  formation of the  chalcolithic
cultures offered possibilities and limitations too.    The hard compact black soil is known for its fertility
and moisture retaining capacity.    Another restrictive feature is  that the major rivers  of the  Deccan
do not flow in valleys of their own erosion, but occupy plains in the rocks.
In the centre of the rocky area where the treasure trove was found, a platform like structure is seen,
around which quartz microlithic blades, points and cores were found* Probably this may be a microlithic
tool factory site.
Ne other antiquity except the microlithic blades and points and two other neolithic broken celt
pieces were found* A very poor chalcolithic-neoiithic site is also seen in the vicinity of the Paladxigu
village. The above work was carried out by the Head office.
Assistant Director,  Excavations
Report on, the discovary of rock paintings at Pudichtrla and K. Bollamm in Kurnool District : Pud'cherla
and K. Bollaram are situated in Nandikotkur Taluk of Kurnool District and can be {reached either
througjx Oravakallu and Hussainapuram in Kurnool - Nandyal route at a distance of 30 kms. Another
way is through Gargeyapuram and Kethavaram on Kurnool - Srisailam route at about 25 kms.
The spot where the rock paintings are encountered lies towards east of Pudicherla village at a distance
2 kins, west of Kannamadakala Bugga.

